Several Installation Methods for Broadband / CHIRP Transducers

Thru-Hull 1 kW
- B265LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 38-75 kHz
  - Medium-Frequency: 85-135 kHz
  - High-Frequency: 130-210 kHz

Thru-Hull 2 kW
- R109LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 27° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 11° to 5° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 7° to 3° starboard beamwidth

In-Hull 1 kW
- M265LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 26° to 14° port-beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 11° to 5° port-beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 10° to 6° port-beamwidth

In-Hull & Pocket /Keel-Mount 2 kW
- PM111/R111 LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 25° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 10° to 5° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 10° to 5° starboard beamwidth

Transom-Mount 1 kW
- TM265LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 25° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 10° to 5° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 15° to 9° starboard beamwidth

Tank-Mount 1 kW
- CM265LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 25° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 10° to 5° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 15° to 9° starboard beamwidth

Pocket/Keel-Mount 2-3 kW
- PM265LH
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 25° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 10° to 5° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 15° to 9° starboard beamwidth

Thru-Hull 600 W*
- B765LH*
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 25° to 15° starboard beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 10° to 6° starboard beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 15° to 9° starboard beamwidth

Tilted Element™ 1 kW
- B175L
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 32° to 21° beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 15° to 9° beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 10° to 6° beamwidth

Tilted Element™ 600 W
- B75L*
- CHIRP-ready across the following bandwidths:
  - Low-Frequency: 32° to 21° beamwidth
  - Medium-Frequency: 15° to 9° beamwidth
  - High-Frequency: 10° to 6° beamwidth

*The B75L and B765 LMLH low frequency element is rated at 300 W